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My own experience

• Arts, S., Cassiman, B., & Gomez, J. C. (2018). Text matching to 
measure patent similarity. Strategic Management Journal, 
39(1), 62-84.
₋ Data: https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/patenttext

₋ Code: https://github.com/sam-arts/smj_code

₋ Objectives:

1. Develop and validate text-based metric to measure similarity between patents

2. Validate if text is better than patent classification to measure similarity

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/patenttext
https://github.com/sam-arts/smj_code
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Validate use of text to measure similarity between patents

• Internal validity: expert ratings
₋ Recruit 13 paid experts from 5 fields 

₋ For each field, randomly select baseline patents and 5 patents with varying 
degrees of similarity to baseline patent

₋ Ask experts to rate similarity of patent pairs (Likert scale 1 to 7), 850 ratings

₋ Consistency between ratings: inter-item correlation, Cronbach’s alpha



4Patents with higher text similarity more like to belong to same patent family (docdb), inventor(s), 

assignee(s), and are more likely to cite each other

• External validity

Validate use of text to measure similarity between patents
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My own experience

• Arts, S., Hou, J., & Gomez, J. C. (2021). Natural language 
processing to identify the creation and impact of new 
technologies in patent text: Code, data, and new measures. 
Research Policy, 50(2), 104144.
₋ Data: https://zenodo.org/record/3515985#.Y2oWf3bMIuUn

₋ Code: https://github.com/sam-arts/respol_patents_code

₋ Objectives:

1. NLP to develop new measures for novelty and impact based on patent text

2. Validate metrics and improvement over measures based on patent classification 
and citations

3. Provide open access to code and data

https://zenodo.org/record/3515985#.Y2oWf3bMIuUn
https://github.com/sam-arts/respol_patents_code
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Validation

• Patents that cover new technologies with major impact on 
technological progress
₋ Patents linked to prizes (Nobel prize, …)

₋ 393 patents 

₋ Control patents (matched on technical content and year)

₋ Can metrics predict award patents: precision, recall, area under curve

• Patents lack novelty and little impact on technical progress 
₋ USPTO is perhaps granting too many weak or invalid patents that fail to meet 

the novelty requirement (Jaffe and Lerner, 2004; Lemley and Shapiro, 2005)

₋ Granted by all

₋ Control patents (granted by USPTO but rejected by EPO and JPO) 

₋ Can metrics predict grant: precision, recall, area under curve
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• John Goodenough 2018 Benjamin 
Franklin Medal

• Rechargeable battery

• US5910382
– “lifepo4” (lithium iron phosphate) 

• reused by 260 patents

– “batteri lifepo4”

• reused by 211 patents
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Some general remarks

• Preprocessing of text seems to make a big difference
₋ Which parts to include (title, abstract, claims, description), stemming, 

lemmatization, stop words, … 
₋ Provide open access to raw data and all code so everything can be replicated 

• Trade off between simple and more advanced approaches 
₋ Advanced approaches not necessarily better for every application (different NLP 

tasks).
₋ Simple approaches often work well and are easy to understand and explain to non 

computer scientists
₋ Advanced approaches are often black boxes (what do they measure?)

• Explain why and show that text works better than traditional 
metrics

• What do you want to measure?
₋ Novelty, disruptiveness, originality, private value, social value, impact, importance, 

diffusion, …

• Little validation, no standardized way to validate the metrics 
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Thank you!

sam.arts@kuleuven.be
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2nd objective: validate if text is better than patent 

classification to measure similarity

• Internal validity: expert ratings
₋ Recruit 13 paid experts from 5 fields 

₋ For each field, randomly select baseline patents and, for each baseline patent, 
the corresponding closest text-matched, primary-class matched, and 
subclasses-matched patent.

₋ Ask experts to rate similarity of patent pairs (Likert scale 1 to 7), 300 ratings
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2nd objective: validate if text is better than patent 

classification to measure similarity

• External validity

Patents matched on text more like to belong to same patent family (docdb), inventor(s), assignee(s), and 

are more likely to cite each other


